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Americas
Americas prices

Benzene
The benchmark US benzene contract price for September
settled at 334¢/USG, a reduction of 21¢/USG from August. The
year-to-date average contract price is 324¢/USG, up slightly
from 322.75¢/USG last month.
Benzene spot prices struggled to hold their ground early
this week, although Hurricane Ida certainly has injected
significant uncertainty into the proceedings. Ahead of the
storm, market sentiment was already sensing further softness,
despite thin inventories of benzene and its primary derivatives. The balance between restricted export opportunities for
styrene monomer against reduced deep-sea benzene imports
appeared to provide the market with enough of a steer to set
the downbeat tone in motion. The anticipated impacts of the
hurricane injected additional concerns for near-term impacts
on benzene consumption, although this was anticipatory and
may not turn out to be reality as the true impacts become apparent. Since the storm, the market has wrestled with downtime and dislocations and rising energy values. Prices on a net
basis have recovered somewhat. Closing ranges are around
330¢/USG for any October DDP and 331¢/USG for November.
September is discounted by 6-7¢ below October but location
and timing become a greater factor for valuing September.
The lower Mississippi river is about flat to Houston, but specific timings might move that spread around slightly.
The forward price curve has adjusted to reflect the
market’s anticipation of reduced near-term consumption with
the spread between November DDP trying to open up a small
premium above October DDP. An 8¢/USG spread traded today
for September to November. Several spread deals were done
at flat with spread sellers a looking for at least a penny.
Hurricane Ida’s arrival in the US as a major storm happened quickly, with major strengthening to category 4 during
the final 24 hours prior to landfall. After hitting land, the
storm tracked along a path from Port Fourchon, Louisiana, to
the north northeast and then north, crossing the Mississippi
at Garyville, Louisian, and then passing east of Baton Rouge.
Damage and disruption has been considerable, with widespread power outages, road closures and gasoline shortages.
The storm track hit local refining and petrochemicals
facilities, concentrating its most damaging winds and rains in a
corridor between the Convent Marine Terminal and the Phillips
66 Alliance Refinery near Belle Chase, Louisiana. The resulting
area is a 100-mile long, meandering section of the Mississippi
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Americas
Operable refinery CDU capacity and benzene product type, Lower Mississippi river
Operating Company

Location & State

CDU Capacity Aromatics

Chalmette Refining (PBF)

Chalmette LA

189,000 Product

ExxonMobil Refining

Baton Rouge LA

517,000 Product

Marathon Petroleum

Garyville LA

578,000 Feedstock

Phillips 66 Company

Alliance LA (Belle
Chasse)

255,000 Product

Placid Refining

Port Allen LA

75,000 Feedstock

b/d

Status as of 2 Sep
Precautionary shutdown; no significant reported damage; restricted river
navigation
Partial precautionary shutdown; no reported damage, commencing restart
procedures
Precautionary shutdown; loss of power; sustained unspecified "minor" damage; under repair; restart planning underway
Precautionary shutdown; suffered some localized flood damage; assessments
ongoing
Anticipated precautionary shutdown; no status updates

Shell Oil

Norco LA

250,000 Feedstock

Precautionary shutdown; total power loss; reported building damage; detailed assessments and restart planning ongoing

Valero Refining

Meraux LA

125,000 Feedstock

Precautionary shutdown; unconfirmed reports of damage to logistics infrastructure; assessments ongoing

Valero Refining

Norco LA (SCO)

215,000 Feedstock

Precautionary shutdown; no status updates
— Companies, EIA, US Coast Guard, Entergy, State of Louisiana, Argus

that passes through places such as Garyville, Taft, Norco, St.
Charles, St. Rose and Meraux in Louisiana as the waters head
towards Belle Chase, the Mississippi delta, and finally the Gulf
of Mexico at Head of Passes, Louisiana. The table in this section details the primary refining capacity at risk in this area
and our understanding of the status of those operations.
In studying the storm's impact, we do not include the Lake
Charles, Louisiana, area, but we factor in Pascagoula, Mississippi, since it is a critical benzene supplier to the river market.
We also note that several of the larger refineries in the lower
river area do not recover finished aromatics, so do not factor
into the balance. Some refineries do produce C6 heart-cut, for
example, which is shipped as an extraction feed for benzene
recovery elsewhere. We can assume that these flows will
be interrupted to some extent but all in all, these heart-cut
streams are of interest but not critical to the finished benzene
balance.
For finished benzene, the lower Mississippi is known as a
major net consuming hub, mostly represented by the 22-mile
stretch of river between American Styrenics in Donaldsonville,
Louisiana, at the St. James site, upstream to Cos-mar in Carville. This area has the capacity to consume close to 200,000t
of benzene/month (46,000 bd) but was spared the worst of
the storm. The benzene-consuming plants in this area and
their known or anticipated status are shown elsewhere in this
report.
Being spared the worst of the storm does not preclude the
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potential for damage but reports from the Geismar, Carville
and Plaquemine areas have been mostly encouraging and some
power has been restored. There are still concerns around raw
materials, process chemicals like nitrogen, process services
and the ability of employees to get to work but progress is being made. Further down river, where much of the finished benzene production capability is centered, the picture is bleaker.
There have been reports of damage and flooding, with highly
restricted river navigation, including downed cross-river power
lines at the Huey P. Long Bridge, diminished road travel and
safety concerns posing major obstacles to rapid recovery. It is
likely that the lasting impacts of the storm will be seen in this
area rather than further north and west. This area includes
primarily C6 heart-cut and benzene-producing locations,
principally Phillips 66, and the incoming flow from CP Chem, in
Pascagoula, Mississippi.
We have the most concern for the resumption of operations
at Americas Styrenics in Donaldsonville, some plants in the
Geismar area that have a complex supply chain, the Phillips
66 complex in Alliance at the Belle Chasse site and open-river
navigation through the greater New Orleans area for barges
bringing benzene upriver.
The market interpreted Hurricane Ida as bearish for
prompt benzene balances and pricing. As we have already
said, this is founded on the area being a substantial net
consumer for benzene. All things being equal, a storm like
this would be anticipated to back out more consumption than
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Americas
’000 t/yr

Benzene consumption capacities, Lower Mississippi river
Operating
Location
Company
Americas
Styrenics

Donaldsonville
LA

BASF

Geismar LA

Cos-mar

Carville LA

Huntsman

Geismar LA

ALKBZ NB-ANI

CX

CHLBZ CUM

EB/SM

MAN Status as of 2 Sep
Precautionary shutdown; unconfirmed reports of some localized damage
including dock damage from loose barges; no power

843

Precautionary shutdown; no significant damage; power restored with limits;
restart planning complete but all raw materials not fully available

197

Precautionary shutdown; no significant damage; power restored with limitations; restart on hold awaiting key raw materials and process chemicals

972

Precautionary shut down; no major damage; power restored with limitations;
restart planning complete and restart due to commence in the coming days

376

Total capacity to consume benzene 2,388 ’000 t/yr. Capacity to consume benzene (as benzene/not as derivative capacity).
— Companies, EIA, US Coast Guard, Entergy, State of Louisiana, Argus

production. Each storm presents its own hazards and characteristics. More events can find producers and consumers in
different situations and in various stages of operations and
readiness, so anticipating the true consequences is not an
exact science. Often times, these events act as the straw that
breaks the camel’s back if facilities that have been fighting
against ongoing operational problems are forced into unplanned downtime. It is rather early to tell, but this storm may
involve some of these cases.
In feedstock, pygas inventories remain ample, although
they are gradually falling as winter storm inventory is worked
off. As covered elsewhere in this report, the movement of
some C6 heart-cut streams will be disrupted after the storm.
There has been little news to report this week about benzene
recovery operations beyond the lower river.
In overseas trade news, just when it looked like the US
would experience an entire month in August of no benzene
vessel loadings from south Korea, a late-month shipment
popped up and data now show a 15,000t aggregate export
volume for the calendar month. Such an exact number is
highly unusual and tracking down the movement in the freight
market has been challenging, so perhaps there is more to this
than meets the eye. Even given its validity, this is still an unusually low volume for any month and keeps the US on notice
that import supply is far from normal. Taiwan continues to
pull unusually hard on Korean volume, mostly to cover planned
turnarounds. This should become less of a factor as the fourth
quarter nears. The potential for increased availability from
Asia should bring more interest as US buyers reemerge to
manage their supply chains through the end of this year and
into the first quarter of 2022. The arbitrage from Asia remains
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closed with landed costs based on spot FOBK prices plus spot
freight at close to 340¢/USG, well above current US Gulf coast
spot prices.

Styrene
Freely negotiated styrene contracts for August increased by
4.7¢/LB in the latest week from posted July levels.
Spot market prices rose this week as the implications of
Hurricane Ida began to emerge. Prices quickly moved from
$1185/t to $1215/t for September on near-term buying to cover
existing commitments. Around 20,000t of spot transactions
were concluded around the time leading up to and right after
the storm. Current ranges have stepped higher on the back
of significant increases in NW Europe (ARA) and are discussed
between $1230/t and $1290/t.
Netbacks from export shipments to Asia are well below
current US spot market levels. Europe on the other hand has
seen some tendency to try and open an arb from the Gulf
Coast which has been tough to do with the US market stepping higher. The ARA market made a $50/t move earlier today
which was indicative of some need to pull barrels into the
region.
All eyes are of course focused on the two major styrene
monomer production sites on the lower Mississippi River,
Americas Styrenics’ St. James site in Donaldsonville LA, and
the Cosmar site in Carville LA. The styrene monomer plant
at the Cosmar site is a joint-venture between Total Petrochemicals & Refining and SABIC. These two complexes have a
combined capacity to produce styrene monomer of just over
2.2mmt per year, equivalent to nearly 185,000t per month.
The Cosmar facility has consuming PS capacity on-site wholly-
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Americas
owned by Total, while Americas Styrenics ships its styrene
production to other locations and customers. The news from
the Carville area has been largely encouraging while Donaldsonville was closer to the track of the storm and hence has
greater challenges. With power being somewhat restored (with
limitations) and most on-sites being available by the end of
the week, some restart efforts are anticipated for the Carville
site. This being said, there remain specific issues which may
prevent execution of the start-up plan for a number of days.
This type of progress is judged to be highly unlikely for the
St. James site due to more significant potential damage and
flooding. It is becoming more clear that there is also disruption to on-sites at some locations, with nitrogen supply being a
particular issue.
Production operations notwithstanding, there is going to
be an ongoing level of disruption to vessel movements on the
lower Mississippi River. Traffic downstream of the Sunshine
Bridge (mile marker 167.5) is being closely managed due to the
continued recovery of loose barges, debris clean-up and the
repair of the downed pylon and power lines near the Huey P.
Long Bridge (mile marker 107). Vessels cannot currently transit
between mile marker 105 and 108 and some daylight-only transit restrictions for deep draft vessels are expected to remain
in place through much of September. Movements from Carville
upriver should see much less disruption.
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Events

On styrene consumption, despite continued disruption to
automotive assembly brought on by shortages of microchips,
downstream SM demand continues to track robustly. PS and
EPS demand is decent, while ABS remains very, very tight. PS
production is being impacted by the impacts of the hurricane
and exports of some SBR/SBL derivatives through the Port of
New Orleans may well see short-to-medium term disruption. It
is not clear however whether this may ripple back to operations and feedstock volumes.
Finally, on trade, the arb to Asia remains firmly closed,
with current CFR China prices levels of $1170/t netting back
to the USGC significantly below spot market levels. The arb to
NW Europe (ARA) came under more intense pressure this week
as USGC prices rose, in part prompting prices in Europe to also
snap higher. Despite relaxing back somewhat from their highs,
the European market is right on the cusp of opening the arb.

Polystyrene
US polystyrene (PS) prices for September are likely to settle
flat following increases of 8¢/lb for general-purpose polystyrene grades and around 9-10¢/lb for high-impact polystyrene
(HIPS) grades.
At least two producers have nominated a flat settlement
for the month. The flat settlement comes even as feedstock
costs have fallen, with September benzene contracts down by
21¢/USG to 334¢/USG.
For every 10¢/USG movement in benzene costs, PS prices
typically move by 1¢/lb. However, with PS and upstream
styrene and ethylbenzene production down in Louisiana in the
aftermath of Hurricane Ida, producers are not willing to lower
prices.
Constrained PS production this month is expected with at
least one PS plant believed to be down in the aftermath of the
hurricane and multiple upstream styrene and ethylbenzene
units off line. Total’s Carville, Louisiana, PS plant is understood
to be down following the storm. No restart information was
available.
Prior to the storm, the PS market was already facing tightness, particularly for HIPS grades due to limited availability
of polybutadiene rubber for one producer. With upstream
outages in addition to polymer outages, the tightness could
extend into the fourth quarter.
Demand heading into September was still strong across
most sectors, with buyers seeing limited opportunities to
switch to alternate materials due to limited availability or high
prices.
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Europe
Europe prices

Benzene
Spot benzene prices fell to a near three-month low in a wellsupplied market. Availability increased as cracker production
problems that curbed prompt benzene supply were resolved,
while demand was curtailed by downstream production shutdowns, mainly affecting ethylbenzene-styrene.
Discussions were limited during a shortened trading week,
with most participants keenly awaiting market developments
in the US after Hurricane Ida. The Argus daily assessment for
the front month (September) declined steadily from $972/t
at the start of the week to $945-955/t on later in the week,
the lowest since June. Cargoes changed hands at $945/t for
September and $960/t for October. The September-October
spread was mostly discussed at a $5-15/t contango, but no further deals were reported. November was tentatively showing a
$10-20/t premium to September.
The September contract price (CP) was settled on 31
August at $987/t and €836/t, down by $102/t and €81/t, respectively, from August. The conversion was based on the ECB
reference rate of $1.1801/€1, against the $1.1873/€1 used in
the August CP settlement.
Cracker production in the Netherlands returned to normal
levels, while a spate of cracker issues in Germany, Italy, and
France have been generally resolved. Crackers are running
steadily, with ethylene returning to a relatively balanced
supply-demand market so far in September after a prolonged
period of tightness. Cracker turnarounds in the autumn will be
limited to a unit in Germany and another in Spain. Increased
naphtha cracking fed more pygas-based benzene supply into
the September market. Pygas is generally heading for benzene
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Europe
70pc capacity. Reformate supply in Europe is abundant and has
been moving to the US, with a total of 500,000t exported in
the first half of 2021, far exceeding annual volumes of 263,000t
last year and 352,000t in 2019. A shortage of tank space earlier
in the year, as European stock levels jumped and eastbound
export opportunities diminished following a crackdown on tax
loopholes in China, led to increased export movement transatlantic.
Europe became the lowest-priced region globally for benzene, but the arbitrage economics to the US and Asia-Pacific
have so far remained unworkable. Traders are watching market
developments in China, which became the price leader globally this week, although caution remains as any export opportunities that could arise could be hampered by high freight costs
and a shortage of vessel availability. A partial planned maintenance in India was completed at the end of August, with
paraxylene and benzene production ramping up to normal
levels. India has shipped 30,000-35,000 t/month of benzene
to Europe in the first half of the year, around 10,000 t/month
more than the usual volumes over the past two years. Imports
from the Mideast Gulf, which rose to 25,000-30,000 t/month
in the second quarter, could be curtailed by the production
disruptions last month in Saudi Arabia caused by a power outage that led to a shortage in ethane supply. These issues have
been resolved and production has returned to normal towards
the end of August. Downstream, demand for benzene for styrene production has been curbed by scheduled maintenance in
France, which hosts a 740,000 t/yr ethylbenzene unit. Unconfirmed styrene issues in the Netherlands are further weighing
EU15 mixed aromatics/reformate exports, Asia, US ’000t
East Asia

US

750
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on the prompt benzene market. Benzene demand for cumene,
aniline and cyclohexane production remained generally firm.
North Sea Dated crude moved narrowly within the $71-72/
bl range mostly this week after the Opec+ alliance agreed at
a 1 September meeting to press ahead with a plan to increase
output by a further 400,000 b/d in October at a time when
rising Covid-19 cases are weighing on global demand outlook.
Short-term crude demand is also weighed down by Hurricane
Ida that led to the stoppage of 2.3mn b/d of Louisiana refining
capacity, which may take weeks to return because of flooding and widespread power failure. Naphtha was also broadly
stable, ending at $658/t on 2 September, as supply increased
and export demand slowed.

Styrene
Spot styrene prices rose on brisk prompt buying. Supply curbs
from production shutdowns and potential delays to the arrival
of US imports buoyed September demand, offsetting the impact of the steady falls in feedstock benzene values.
A number of September cargoes were booked at $1,1901,290/t, with the latest deals done at the upper end of the
range. A parcel for early September delivery changed hands
at $1,205/t on 27 August. The September-October spread was
generally discussed either flat or in a $10/t backwardation, but
no October deals were reported.
Both consumers and traders are in the spot market looking
to cover their supply shortfalls. Imports from the US, Europe’s
key source of imported styrene, are expected to be either
reduced or delayed following the disruptions to production
and logistics caused by Hurricane Ida. The US shipped around
50,000 t/month of styrene to Europe in the second quarter,
even when the arbitrage was closed in June. This is well above
the usual monthly volumes of 30,000-40,000t arriving from the
US over the past two years. Europe became the price leader
globally for styrene this week, opening the arbitrage from the
US and Asia-Pacific.
A 680,000 t/yr styrene unit in France will be closed for
turnaround in September-October. Unexpected issues could
be curtailing production in the Netherlands, but this could not
be confirmed. This could be encouraging other units to run
at high operating rates at a time when downstream polymers
production is increasing after the summer lull and starting to
stock up for the festive holiday demand in the fourth quarter.
Styrene production in Germany has returned to normal after
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Europe
being hampered by cracker issues last month. Margins are
firm, with styrene’s premium to benzene and naphtha averaging $223/t and $586/t, respectively, in August. A solid propylene oxide market has underpinned high SMPO/POSM operating
rates since the start of the year. Downstream, construction
activities are nearing their usual summer peak but are likely to
continue during the cooler months to catch up with pandemicinduced delays in projects. The automotive market in Europe
is firm, although the growth appeared to have peaked in the
second quarter and has started to ease. Overall manufacturing
activities in the euro zone continued to grow, the latest data
show, but at a slower pace, as supply chain constraints and
cost inflation hampered production. Growth in output and new
orders, as well as export demand, persisted but has lost momentum after peaking in June. The manufacturing PMI in the
euro zone eased to 61.4 in August from 62.8 in July, marking a
second month of easing growth.
A range of settlements for the September styrene barge CP
was reported to Argus on 1 September at €1,282-1,297/t fob,
down from €1,379-1,381/t in August. Argus has yet to confirm
the September CP, pending confirmation from other industry
participants. The September CP for ethylene fell by €8/t from
a month earlier to €1,165/t, ending nine straight months of
increases that brought the CP to a seven-year high in August.

Polystyrene
The polystyrene (PS) market in Europe remains broadly
unchanged this week. Most buyers remain well-covered on

prompt requirements, but uncertainty continues to loom over
the medium and longer-term outlooks and is ultimately driving
buyers to buy well-ahead of schedule. Order books remain full
for the remainder of the year, with strong offtake continued
to be observed by both the construction and appliances segments.
August negotiations have concluded, with most producers achieving increases of €10-35/t on the back of resilient
demand. August is typically a quiet month for most European
resin markets, but a need to fulfil order backlogs and replenish stocks prompted greater buying interest among converters.
Argus will be finalising both the general-purpose (GPPS) and
high-impact (HIPS) polystyrene contract deltas at €30/t for August. For September, producers are aiming for price increases
of around €90/t, in line with the rise in feedstock styrene CP.

Cyclohexane
The September reference price for CX was assessed at €996/t,
down by €81/t from August, mirroring the decline in feedstock
benzene CP.

Phenol
The monthly reference price for phenol fell by €81/t to
€1,296/t in September, tracking the reduction in feedstock
benzene contract values. The September CP for propylene, another main feedstock in cumene/phenol production, dropped
by €5/t from August to €1,168/t as the supply tightness eased
and naphtha values retreated.

Asia-pacific
Benzene
Asia-Pacific benzene rose alongside continuing gains in China’s
domestic market amid uncertainty from volatile crude prices
and disruptions to the US market from Hurricane Ida. Severe
port congestion in east China has also disrupted intra-regional
trading activity.
Market sentiment cautiously improved after a recovery in
fob South Korea prices in the previous assessment week was
marred by losses in the US and European markets. The US market continued to decline this week as the hurricane resulted
in the closure of two derivative styrene monomer (SM) plants
there, prompting benzene demand to dip.
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October fob South Korea traded from $958/t fob on 27 August to $970/t fob on 2 September. November was mostly quiet
until 2 September when an offer emerged at $963/t fob, which
found no taker. The October-November intermonth spread
held stable at $22/t in backwardation throughout the week,
but slumped to $9/t on 2 September because of intra-regional
trade uncertainty arising from shipping woes.
Cfr China bids increased cautiously through the week but
offers were limited by a lack of vessel availability. Many vessels are currently stuck in China because of severe port congestion along the key Yangtze river in east China. Only Ningbo
was able to continue operating as normal. Market participants
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Asia-pacific
said shipowners have been reluctant to or are charging higher
freight rates to call at ports in east China and demurrage has
already been incurred. The bids later became urgent and were
increased at a faster pace towards the end of the week.
Bids for September arrival increased from $980/t cfr to
$990/t cfr without finding any counter-offer, while discussion
ranges for October arrival increased from $960-980/t cfr to
$980-990/t cfr. These bids jumped to $1,010/t cfr for September and $990/t cfr for October on 2 September, with buyers
seeking only South Korea- or Japan-origin cargoes. Premiums
on a floating basis remained stable at $35-38/t to fob South
Korea prices as fixed prices strengthened, but there were also
no offers through the week.
It was difficult for trading firms to make any offers because of tight vessel availability. Market participants have also
been busy searching for alternative vessels for their existing
fixtures, making it difficult for them to trade.
With vessels still waiting to discharge benzene, inventories in east China this week continued to decrease. The stock
balance returned to a month’s low of around 60,000t. This is
considered to be a low level to meet demand, even as nonintegrated SM consumers have reduced their operating rates.
SM makes up almost half of benzene demand in China but
other benzene consumers have returned to profitability since a
week ago.
This has lifted prices in China’s domestic market, which
strengthened from 7,500-7,600 yuan/t to breach above a recent three-week-high trading range to settle at Yn7,770-7,790/t
on 2 September. These prices are about $1,017-1,047/t on an
import parity basis.
China's state-controlled Sinopec increased the listed price
of its benzene by Yn100/t to Yn7,650/t ex-works east China on
2 September, following recent strength in the domestic market. This was the Chinese major’s first increase after keeping
its price stable for more than three weeks.
The latest cfr Taiwan deal for an October arrival was
bought by Taiwan’s state-owned CPC for its customers through
a tender that concluded late last week at a premium of $35/t
to fob South Korea prices. The last tender for September arrival was finalised at a premium of more than $60/t.
Premiums for fob southeast Asia benzene have fallen to
near parity, based on a recent second-half October fob Thailand tender this week in which Thailand’s PTT Global Chemicals sold supplies. Premiums have fallen from last week’s low
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$/t

Asia-Pacific prices
Timing

Low

High

Mid

±

Benzene
cfr South Korea contract

Sep

960.13

980.00

970.07

cfr Taiwan contract

Sep

961.13

980.00

970.57

cfr Asean contract

Sep

955.13

980.00

967.57

fob South Korea

Oct

958.00

971.00

964.50

+21.50

fob South Korea

Nov

936.00

962.00

949.00

+26.00

956.30

+18.00

985.00

1,030.00

1,007.50

+30.00
-74.53

fob South Korea

Marker

cfr China spot

Prompt

cfr China month avg

Aug

982.38

1,000.95

991.67

fob southeast Asia

Prompt

956.00

973.00

964.50

+9.00

ex-tank E China Yn/t

Prompt

7,550.00

7,810.00

7,680.00

+180.00

ex-tank E China

Prompt

979.34

1,013.07

996.21

+25.63

ex-works Sinopec Yn/t

Prompt

7,650

+100.00

ex-works Sinopec

Prompt

979.34

+2.30

Styrene
cfr Taiwan contract

Aug

1,156.00

1,156.00

1,156.00

cfr China

Sep

1,165.00

1,180.00

1,172.50

+30.00

cfr China

Oct

1,155.00

1,170.00

1,162.50

+30.00

1,168.50

+33.00

1,185.00

1,210.00

1,197.50

+35.00

cfr China

Marker

cfr India

Prompt

fob South Korea

Sep

1,135.00

1,150.00

1,142.50

+30.00

fob South Korea

Oct

1,125.00

1,140.00

1,132.50

+30.00

fob South Korea

Marker

ex-tank China Yn/t

Prompt

1,138.50

+33.00

8,610.00 8,900.00

8,755.00

+155.00
+22.73

ex-tank China

Prompt

1,116.84

1,154.46

1,135.65

ex-tank India Rs/kg

Prompt

98.00

99.00

98.50

-1.00

ex-tank India

Prompt

1,342.68

1,356.38

1,349.53

+8.22

$/t

Benzene freight rates
Size t

26 Aug

South Korea to China

3,000

26

26

Thailand to mid China

6,000

41

45

South Korea to Houston

6,000

75

75

South Korea to Houston

12,000

69

69

2 Sep

Asia-Pacific polystyrene markets
Yn/t

±

Import parity
$/t

±

China ex-works
GPPS

10,600-11,400

0.0

1,349-1,452

2.0

HIPS

12,100-13,400

-200.0

1,542-1,709

-24.0

GPPS

1390.0 / 1420.0

20.0

HIPS

1530.0 / 1550.0

10.0

China spot cfr CMP price $/t

to-mid-teens in view of the difficulty in bringing these supplies
to China now. Trading firms lamented that spot freight rates
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Asia-pacific
from southeast Asia to east China have increased by at least
$5/t in recent weeks.
Spot volumes may still find homes in southeast Asia. Premiums on a cfr southeast Asia basis were at about $35-40/t to
fob South Korea two weeks ago. An Indonesia-origin cargo was
sold at a premium of mid-$40s/t this week, with the higher
premium accounting for higher freight costs required to call at
the load port.

Styrene
Asian styrene monomer was firmer, supported by a continued recovery in China’s domestic market. But an increase in
cfr China prices lagged the strength in the Chinese market
because of continued thin liquidity and low market confidence
resulting from rising Chinese supplies.
China’s domestic market was on an upward track in the
week to 2 September, rising steadily from 8,610-8,650 yuan/t
on 27 August to almost Yn8,900/t on 2 September, lifted by
gains in the futures market in China. These prices are about
$1,155-1,193/t on an import parity basis. Prices in China’s
domestic market commanded a premium to cfr China prices on
2 September.
The cfr china market saw a buyer seeking a Japan-origin
cargo with delivery before 20 September at $1,155-1,165/t cfr
China. Such restrictive requirements would typically incur a
premium to other standard cargoes. No offer countered these
bids through the week.
October arrival ended the assessment with bids at $1,160/t
cfr China, rising from earlier levels of $1,140/t cfr. Sellers also
raised offers alongside gains in the Chinese market to $1,185/t
cfr China. Discussions were largely stable through the week as
the wide bid-offer gaps were too hard to bridge, leaving cfr
China prices trailing gains in China’s domestic prices.
The narrow benzene-SM production spread has been providing a floor to SM prices. This spread has been unprofitable
for SM producers since mid-June. SM producers generally need
this spread to be at least at $230/t to cover costs, but it has
fallen below $200/t since mid-July. The benzene-SM differential increased from $172/t the previous week to almost $190/t
this week, but it is still too low for non-integrated SM producers to be able to cover costs.
Some standalone Chinese producers reduced operating
rates in August. Other producers in Asia are mulling rate cuts
but have been held back by supply commitments to their cus-
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tomers as many of them already shut their plants for scheduled maintenance earlier this year.
Despite the past month’s dip in Chinese SM operating rates,
inventories in east China continued to rise to a half-year high
of more than 120,000t this week, underscoring supply concerns in China now that five large-scale plants have started up
this year, contributing to drying up liquidity in the cfr China
market.
Singapore-based Shell is expected to conclude maintenance
at its 320,000 t/yr plant soon, in early September. Maintenance for the year is over in Japan, and only TSMC’s smaller
160,000 t/yr line is scheduled to have a turnaround in September for Taiwan. South Korea will enter its peak fall turnaround
season in October but consumers there seem to have covered
their shortfall with northeast Asian supplies. Fob Taiwan
cargoes for October loading were recently sold at discounts of
$30-35/t to cfr China prices for delivery to South Korea.
India
The market in India softened slightly to 98 rupees/kg in the
week to 2 September as buying interest ebbed. Disruptions
to SM production in the US because of Hurricane Ida are not
expected to have an impact on supplies to India because the
arbitrage from the US has been shut since July.
Although current inventories are still low because of lowerthan-usual imports in July-August, buyers are heartened by an
estimated 20,000-25,000t of spot imports that are expected to
arrive from 15 September onwards.
Although the arbitrage from the US remains shut, the arbiSouth Korea benzene premium to Japan naphtha
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Asia-pacific
trage from Asia-Pacific has resumed, refreshing supplies from
Taiwan, South Korea and Malaysia that have dried up since
April. SM for September fob Taiwan was sold in the past week
at discounts of $35-45/t to cfr China prices. These cargoes,
along with supplies from southeast Asia, were sold at premiums of $20-30/t to cfr China prices for delivery to India.

Polystyrene
Polystyrene (PS) prices in Asia increased by $10-20/t with rising
costs. Demand is expected to increase slightly in September
but remain lower compared with the same period last year.
Discussions for cfr general-purpose polystyrene (GPPS) increased by $20/t to $1,390-1,420/t cfr China, while high-impact
polystyrene (HIPS) prices edged up to $1,530-1,550/t cfr China.
Offers of Taiwanese GPPS was unchanged at $1,435/t, and HIPS
eased by $30/t to $1,580/t cfr Hong Kong. Thai-origin GPPS
and HIPS prices were stable at $1,415/t and $1,595/t cfr Hong
Kong, respectively. Prices for some South Korean HIPS cargoes
decreased by $30/t to $1,650/t.
Chinese domestic GPPS prices remained unchanged this
week, although costs increased owing to a bearish outlook.
Supplies of GPPS are expected to lengthen with new production capacity. Shandong Yuhuang, Shandong Lanhua and Huatai
Shengfu, with total capacity of 700,000 t/yr, are expected to
start up their units in August-September.
Prices for normal-grade GPPS were at 10,600-10,800 yuan/t
in east China, while prices for high-end material traded at
Yn11,000-11,400/t in east China. HIPS supplies were increasing
and dragged down prices to Yn12,100-12,300/t in east China,
while high-end HIPS prices were at Yn12,600-13,400/t in east
China.
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Demand for downstream home appliances remained low in
August, but is expected to pick up from September.
The average run rate at Chinese PS plants edged down to
72pc from 74pc last week, although the No.3 line at Zhongxin
Guoan’s GPPS plant restarted. Chimei has also raised operating rates. But Ineos Ningbo’s 200,000 t/yr unit went down on
1 September for a month of maintenance. Tianjin Rentai also
shut its 140,000 t/yr PS unit on 25 August for 15 days.

Phenol
Chinese phenol prices were largely stable from the previous week with spot prices at 9,200-9,250 yuan/t ex-tank east
China, or $1,193-1,199/t on an import parity basis, after monthend destocking among trading firms.
Phenol supplies remain ample, which may continue to cap
price gains. The week’s run rates at Chinese phenol/acetone
plants neared 90pc compared with 86pc two weeks earlier,
after the restart of PetroChina Jilin’s small unit and ramp-ups
at several east China-based plants as margins recovered.
Margins at standalone phenol/acetone producers turned
positive from late August as feedstock benzene prices dropped
and by-product acetone prices surged. This week’s margins
were estimated at $93/t for Chinese producers and $62/t for
other Asian manufacturers, down by $22/t and $8/t respectively from the previous week.
By-product acetone prices have corrected slightly to
Yn6,050-6,150/t ex-tank Jiangsu, or $784-797/t on an import
parity basis, after hitting a three-month high of Yn6,4506,550/t early last week. Robust demand from the downstream
isopropanol (IPA) sector has lent major support to acetone
prices since late July. China's IPA exports doubled in July from
June to 14,000t, heading mainly to India and southeast Asian
countries following a resurgence of Covid-19 cases. With new
IPA capacities coming on line in China in the fourth quarter,
the strength in acetone prices may extend into the remaining
months of the year.

Announcement
All data change announcements can be viewed online at
www.argusmedia.com/announcements.
Alternatively, to be added to the email distribution list
for all announcements, please email:
datahelp@argusmedia.com.
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